
Chronicles of an Island Parish no. 71 – Yesterday Solemnity of Epiphany 
2021 aka as Theophany, the Twelfth Day of Christmas and today 7th I.e. 25th 
December, the Nativity of Jesus according to the Julian calendar used by the 
Orthodox, Oriental & Catholic Uniate Churches…. there you have it…don’t 
say you didn’t know! 

Hello !  Dear Readers 

Prima quae prius ! First things first : THANK YOU to several of you for good 
wishes on the occasion of priestly ordination mid-December and many for 
cards, & Email for Christmas wishes and sharing family news. One of the very 
pleasant surprises (in fact I was shocked!) was to find on the off-chance of 
opening the parish PO box, Christmas cards from the UK, South Africa, 
Germany & the Netherlands…whoz that for timing? Again my heartfelt 
gratitude….and news snippets. 

And to our Greek Catholic Reader: Khrystos Rozhdayetsia 

I began writing this Chronicles on 1st October 2020 just about 3 months 
ago… 

Besides being the designated feast day of the Carmelite nun, St Therese of 
the Child Jesus today I apparently the international day of Coffee. Though I 
didn't know that until several days ago. 

Well as our Island has a very successful niche export market for the Best 
coffee’ in the world – at a price, our 4 coffee producers got together a for 
several hours offer free cups of coffee and all sorts of cakes made with 
combinations of coffee down at the open-air Coffee Shop at the Wharf. First 
time ever, great success and despite being cool and windy a Good time was 
had by all. 

On reflection though there almost certainly there’s no day left over from the 
calendar year that meanwhile isn’t designated to some international event, 
enterprise or reflection. But we Catholics are partly to blame with all the 
commemorations and personalities that we attach even before the birth of our 
Lord Jesus Christ to certain days and in many cases numerous ones on one 
single day. My recent feast day has at least three international recognisable 
clusters of saints and I imagine several others only locally known of and 
commemorated. 

(end of original opening paragraphs) 

I hesitated during the past months to continue with the Chronicles as I feel it 
is rather insensitive and frivolous bordering on the mundane & flippant to 
recall life on our Island of day-to-day events that are almost unaffected by the 
traumatic pandemic issues of which most of you beyond here and faraway 
are caught up in. 



With this in mind on the Fourth Sunday of Advent towards the end of the 
homily I solicited a brief dialogue after posing or posturing the possibility of 
radically scaling back on our Island festive Christmas events, an example the 
near carnival Festival of Light. There was a very strong reaction from every 
one that we should not. I appealed for solidarity with yourselves – i.e., 
reading this. 

The overwhelming consensus was that we need to ‘show’ to overseas family, 
friends and others interested in St Helena affairs…or better ‘remind’ you that 
normal Christmas festive life is not on-hold because of the pandemic but 
where possible is as before…I guess a reminder or encouragement that life 
as we know it has not come to an end, for those reading this it is merely on-
hold 

Personally I very much of the opinion the Jury is still out of this. Pope Francis 
in December speaks of ‘chaotic contra conflict’ – one leading to solutions the 
other to further animosity and inability to find common ground. I felt, and still 
do that the attitude: I’m all right Jack’ could easily be taken as an 
unconcerned attitude; while a gesture in kind, of solidarity: look at us: Take 
heart, Life has not changed…could be uplifting. 

But underlying our Island’s Carry on as before & Keep the Home Fires 
burning, there is a great Fear, of the first infection to be diagnosed with 
potential catastrophic results, due to inherited very low or poor immune 
resistance of very many Saints. Even if we do avoid any infection and do get 
the vaccine, long-term we must hope it improves & contributes to Islanders’ 
immunity. As is, twice a year the annual ‘flu’ epidemic sweeps the Island, 
usually a double dose becoming the norm for most. Last year it resulted in all 
the schools being closed because so many staff was off sick. 

Because of the huge increase of infections in the United Kingdom the 
arranged Titan chartered flight for next week has been re-designated as a 
‘repatriation’ flight only allowing previous off-Island residents to return and 
several governmental contract appointees to arrive; only 50 passengers or 
less. All will have to spend the first 2 weeks on arrival in strict quarantine. 
This regulation will include HE The Governor & his wife when they return a 
month later with an RAF flight via Ascension. 

Obviously on the return flight there will be more passengers who are Squeaky 
Clean…if you like, included one former short-term health-worker who has 
overstayed his resident’s permit from oversleeping and missing the flight a 
month ago…or so he says…I gather he may find himself escorted to the 
plane by the police ensuring he boards. Sadly this will reflect no doubt on his 
future employment elsewhere. 

As interesting feature of these Titan chartered or repatriation flights is that the 
Boeing aircraft lands both ways at Accra airport, Ghana to re-fuel, 



consequently it now allows those wishing to return to South Africa to do so. 
As transit passengers they’re able to board another aircraft that connects to 
the airport in Jo’burg, South Africa. 

I am going to leave it there. Just now going downtown to attend an afternoon 
reception in our Community Centre…former infants’ primary school of one 
large classroom of 1824. The guest of honour celebrated her 90th Birthday 
after Christmas. 

I am still without wheels so very much of my going places involves walking or 
relying on lifts for greater distances. If and when we can afford a vehicle I 
hope we are able to do so with an electric one…several which have 
established a solid reputation here on the St Helena already. Electric power is 
fairly inexpensive and the Island is rapidly moving towards complete off-grid 
solar & wind-generated power to achieve within less than 10 years. 

Finally, never under-estimate the breadth and scope of our Catholic Faith. On 
St Helena we follow basically the liturgical calendar of Southern Africa…so 
this pass Sunday we celebrated the Solemnity of Epiphany…after Holy Mass 
Sunday one of our parishioners asked whether we intended to have the 
Blessing of Chalk for the signage of 20+C+M+B+21 on door lintels and 
posts? Wow! So we put matters right and re-celebrated Epiphany on the 
traditional date 6th and blessed chalk for collection…a central & medieval 
European custom that existed before the discovery of St Helena in 1502 and 
any thought of Napoléon. But on reflection becomes very relevant to the 
pandemic that grips so many nations and thereby families and their homes; 
the Blessing becomes a very contemporary spiritual response. 

Before Christmas at the open-air ecumenical carols service organized by the 
Salvation Army on the steps of the Court House, asked to say the Opening 
Prayer, I used the greater part of the Collect of the special/Votive Mass in 
Time of Pandemic issued by the Vatican; it remains most pertinent.  

My prayerful wishes to you all, wherever you are, in what ever frustrating, 
fearful or even in grief circumstances you may be, is summed-up in the 

opening phrase of our one hymn: Lord of all hopefulness… the melody is Irish. 

Father David 

PS Just returned from the hospital medi-clinic for the annual medical check-
up to renew my local Driving License. Besides testing of eyesight it involves 
ECGs, blood pressure, weight, etc. But also the appointment to run-by the 
doctor the unusual bite or sting on my kneecap. Yesterday while celebrating 
Holy Mass I felt a small prick which subsequently becoming very warm, itchy 
and effected the tendons into the knee…I have been bitten by a centipede 
which was in the vestment I was wearing…as you realize even Paradise has 



lurking unfriendly inhabitants. Right now the infected knee glows and makes 
the other look like I suffer from malnutrition. 


